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Thank you to the members of BTCCA for inviting me to judge on their show weekend. As some
may already be aware, the BTCCA and the two all-breed clubs lost their venue at WestWorld of
Scottsdate on their regular weekend. The BTCCA, along with Superstitution KC, decided to keep
the same weekend and change venues whilst the other all-breed kennel club decided to change their
weekend and stay at the old venue. As it turns out, several of the BT exhibitors were quite pleased
with the new location and expressed how happy they were to be exhibiting indoors. Only yards
away from the exhibition building, the BTCCA held its unbelievably good hospitality making a
good day of socializing very convenient. Unfortunately, the number of bull terriers did not hold
(ROMs were not awarded), but the quality of the entries certainly did. Congratulations to the
exhibitors and breeders.
COLORED
Winners Dog, Best of Winners, Best of Variety
Patterson and Wright’s GLENTOM'S SPYCATCHER (Emred Devil's Spy ex GCH Glentom
Rules Were Mint To Be Broken) This is a nice young masculine male of excellent brindle color.
Good expression, i.e. keen expression, excellent fill and good depth of muzzle, nice smooth profile.
Scissors. A very good make and shape, shown in very good condition with good muscle tone. This
dog has a nice short/strong back. His ribs are deep, he is slightly arched over the loin. He also has
a nice broad chest with good depth from the withers to brisket. Good bone and substance. Good
movement in all directions.
Reserve Winners Dog
Morris, Robertson and Lowden’s WALKIN TALL WALK-A-BOUT (CH Brigadoon Walk-ABout ex CH Walkin Tall Absolutely Fabulous) Brindle and white. This is a powerful, distinctly
male bull terrier. He is brindle and white, having an excellent profile, excellent fill, very good
depth of muzzle and underjaw. Mouth fault. Excellent bone and substance. Good lay back of
shoulders. Very correct angulation front and rear. Excellent depth and breadth of chest.
Unfortunately, he had a tail injury and did not perform well on this day.
Winners Bitch and Best of Opposite Sex
Waynee and Byzewski’s MAGOR MILLENIUM MAKWA MOON (CH Magor Pretty Fly 4 A
White Guy ex CH Magor Millenium Moonstruck) This is a nice young bitch having a nice smooth
profile, good length of muzzle and good fill. Scissors. She is correctly made and covered ground
well in all directions. She has nice length of neck with a correct arch leading into well laid back
shoulders. She has a nice topline with a slight rise over the loin and a correct tail set and carriage.
Shown in excellent condition. Needs maturing and will be fun to watch how she develops.
Reserve Winners Bitch
West, Bowen and Myall’s STRONGHAVEN GAME FACE AT ICENI (GCH Iceni Shot Taken
ex CH Iceni Gamepoint at Stronghaven) A nice feminine brindle and white bitch having a dramatic
profile along with a perfect scissors bite and very good expression. She has a nice short/strong
back and a correct slight rise over the loin. She too has a correctly set tail with a good carriage.
Covered ground well.
Select Dog
DeVore CH KARISMAS READY TO RUMBLE (GCH Iceni Shot Taken ex Sunnysky
Everything Nice) A quality masculine brindle and white male having very good fill and
length/depth of muzzle. He is substantial and with very good bone. He was presented well and

moved well in all directions.
WHITE
Winners Bitch and Best of Variety
Foote and Aron’s DESLYNN'S REBEL HEART (Deslynn's Double Take ex CH Deslynn's
Change of Heart) This is a young feminine bitch having a very good/smooth profile with good
length of muzzle as well as depth of muzzle. She has good fill and excellent expression. Scissors.
She has a nice well-arched neck as well as well laid back shoulders. Good bone and substance.
She has a good topline with a slight rise over the loin, correct tail set and carriage. Good tight cat
like feel. She moved very well in all directions. Nicely presented and in excellent condition.
Reserve Winners Bitch
Foote and Aron’s DESLYNN HEARTS DESIRE (Deslynn's Double Take-Ch Deslynn's Change
of Heart) A litter mate to the WB bitch also having a very good/smooth profile with good length of
muzzle as well as depth of muzzle. Scissors. She has a nicely arched neck laying into well laid
back shoulders. Good bone and substance. WB has a better topline. She too moved very well in
all directions. Also shown in good condition.
Best of Opposite Sex
Bebb and Hess’ CH SUNNY SKY'S DREAM FULPHILLED (CH Karisma's Ready To Rumble
ex CH Sunny Sky's Bellatrix Dream) A masculine male having good fill and good length/depth of
muzzle. Good bone and substance with a good topline. He moved well in all directions.
Select Dog
Patterson and Wright’s CH GLENTOM LOCK STOCK N BARREL CGC (Bigshot Cracker
Barrel ex Glentom Creme De Cacoa) This is a masculine dog with very good bone and substance.
He has a very well filled head with very good depth of muzzle. Very good expression. He has
good breath of chest. Mouth fault. Very good movement side and rear.

